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IN THE end Sir David Nicholson, the man in charge of Britain’s health service for the past six years, went quietly. A bullish NHS “lifer”, 
he had been heavily criticised for oversights which allowed scandalously bad treatment of patients at the Mid Staffordshire NHS 
Foundation Trust between 2005 and 2009. He will hand over to a successor in March 2014. The NHS will have to choose between 
ongoing piecemeal reforms and more profound change. 

Since the mid-2000s NHS reform has been a rolling exercise in fiddly amendments. Sir David tried to rein in this tendency. As a veteran 
of NHS management for over three decades, he understood how to dodge disasters—admirers credit him with helping avoid the kind of 
winter shortages of hospital beds that assailed many predecessors. He made a valiant attempt to rein in costs, too. Spending on health 
jumped by 92% in real terms in the decade ending 2009-10. Sir David issued the “Nicholson challenge”, asking for £20 billion ($31 
billion) in savings over four years to 2015. 

But he failed to answer fundamental questions about the way the service is run. Poorly performing hospitals were bailed out by (often 
unrepaid) loans from better-run trusts. The Mid Staffordshire scandal showed how a hospital that put patients at risk could go 
undetected for years. Whistle-blowers were ignored or punished. And it was unclear how he thought the NHS should meet his spending 
challenge without restricting or delaying services. 

Sir David’s own CV reflects one of the lingering curses of NHS management. He was head of the body in charge of Mid Staffordshire 
hospital for just ten months before moving on to run the national service. It is a common pattern—the average tenure for a hospital trust 
chief executive is under three years, which leads to churn and lurches of strategy. 

Perhaps that explains why such basic errors continue to be made. The Department of Health recently discarded £74m worth of Tamiflu, 
an anti-flu drug, because it could not be sure it had been stored correctly. 

Quests to raise productivity also flounder, because managers have little control over pay, which is driven by national agreements. Since 
the system is easy to access, busy hospitals waste time on patients who could be treated just as well and more cheaply by their local 
doctor. For all the arguments about the coalition’s health reforms, little has been done on this front. 

Andrew Haldenby of Reform, a think-tank, says a new NHS head should “make his own job less important”, allowing hospital bosses to 
take greater responsibility and providing detailed data about successes and failures to empower the public. This sort of shake-up calls 
for innovative candidates. Yet headhunters report difficulties in attracting good ones to run major trusts, let alone failing ones. A 
reluctance to allow chains like Helios, which specialises in overhauling smaller hospitals, to operate easily in Britain remains a barrier to 
transforming the less impressive parts of the system. 

The NHS Sir David leaves behind is both beneficiary and prisoner of its past. As a defining British institution, it is valued because it 
offers easily accessible health care. But its business model remains stubbornly under-responsive to the challenge of securing better 
value at lower cost. The next incumbent will need a will of steel—and a tin hat. 
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